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• Competing energy contributions: micromagnetics

• Characteristic parameters: small <=> large, soft <=> hard

• Magnetization precession at constant energy

• Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation

Part I - Concepts and methods



•  Main contributions to the free energy of a ferromagnet:

• exchange energy
• magnetostatic energy
• magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy
• interaction with external field

• It is the competition between these energies that gives rise to magnetic domains and is eventually 
responsible for the hysteresis and switching phenomena observed in particles, films, etc.

• In micromagnetics, one is given the energy GL of the ferromagnet, defined with respect to certain 
configurational coordinates X (both GL and X will have to be defined in precise terms); then one 
looks for the set of local minima, characterized by                        and                         , that represent 
possible metastable states for the system.

• The key complication is that X is not just a number, but represents the full magnetization vector field 
M(r) defined over the entire body volume.

• Thus, energy minimization has to be carried out in the infinite-dimensional functional space of all 
possible magnetization configurations (variational problem).

• The equations that express the condition of energy minimum for a given magnetization 
configuration are known as Brown’s equations.

• This energy minimization program does not say anything about how the system will evolve if initially 
it is not in equilibrium; the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation provides a suitable dynamic 
extension of micromagnetics for the description of out-of-equilibrium stuations.

@GL/@X = 0 @2GL/@X2 > 0

The micromagnetic approach



Magnetization processes

Hysteresis loop corresponds to  
evolution of magnetic domain 
structure

6

In a sense, the history of the comprehension of magnetic materials in the twentieth century has

been, above all, the history of the elaboration of Weiss’ ideas. It took many years before quantum

mechanics could give some hint to the microscopic interpretation of the molecular field. It took even

longer before the importance of the concept of magnetic domain could be fully appreciated and

exploited. In fact, we shall see that magnetic domains are the result of the complex and delicate balance

of several competing energy terms, a balance by no means trivial to treat theoretically. But these

difficulties did not prevent domains from acquiring the status of real objects of the physical world, when

direct domain observation became a reality. Nowadays, a number of techniques based on magneto-optics,

electron microscopy and other principles permit one to produce magnetic domain images of striking

evidence and beauty, which have become the common way to characterize magnetic materials ( see Fig.

1.2 ).

The variety of observed hysteresis loop shapes is the direct consequence of the variety of

possible magnetic domain structures. Magnetic domains result from the balance of several competing

energy terms : exchange energy ( strictly related to the molecular field and discussed in Chapter 5 ),

which favors uniform magnetization configurations; magnetocrystalline anisotropy ( due to interactions

of the magnetization with the hosting lattice, also discussed in Chapter 5 ), which favors the orientation

of the magnetization vector along certain preferred directions; magnetostatic energy ( discussed in

Chapters 3 and 4 ), which on the contrary favors magnetization configurations giving a null average

magnetic moment. A domain structure like the one shown in Fig. 1.2 represents the compromise by

which the system tries to satisfy all these competing requirements. In addition to these internal

mechanisms, the magnetization is coupled to the external field by the energy -µ0M!Ha, which favors

domains magnetized in the direction of the applied field. When Ha varies in time, the energy balance is

altered and rearrangements of the domain structure take place, mainly through the motion of the

interface layers, known as domain walls, separating adjacent domains. The domains with magnetization

approximately pointing in the direction of the applied field are energetically favored and expand at the

expenses of surrounding domains, which shrink and eventually disappear ( Fig. 1.3 ). At high fields, the

material is everywhere magnetized along the

applied field direction and we practically have one

big domain occupying the whole specimen. Here is

where the average magnetization of the specimen

becomes close to the spontaneous magnetization.

When the field is reversed, domains of reversed

magnetization are formed, which progressively

increase in size through domain wall motion, until

a single domain of reversed magnetization is

formed.

This description gives a good qualitative

interpretation of the mechanisms behind the

hysteresis loop of many magnetic materials.
Fig. 1.3 - Schematic representation of hysteresis loop
and ensuing evolution of magnetic domains.
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magnetization is coupled to the external field by

the energy -µ0M!Ha, which continuously alters

the system energy balance as the applied field is

varied in time. The stability of a given domain

configuration is sooner or later destroyed by the

applied field variation. The local energy

minimum is transformed into a saddle point, the

domain structure becomes unstable and it

spontaneously evolves towards some new energy

minimum. This rearrangement may be quite

localized in space, with a small domain wall

segment jumping to a new neighboring position,

or may involve the whole domain structure in

substantial parts of the body, as may occur for

instance when new domains of reversed

magnetization are nucleated. This fundamental

mechanism will be encountered many times in the

following chapters, and is universally referred t o

by the term Barkhausen effect, after Barkhausen,

who, in 1919, gave for the first time

experimental evidence of these magnetic

instabilities.

The Barkhausen effect is immediately

evident when one looks at the detailed structure of the voltage induced in the secondary coil of Fig. 1.5.

When the applied field is varied in time at a low rate, the induced voltage has the appearance shown in

Fig. 1.10. We see a random sequence of spikes, commonly termed Barkhausen jumps. The stochastic

character of the signal reflects the underlying intricacies of domain structures and structural disorder.

Apart from inessential scale factors, the induced voltage gives the time behavior of dM/dt. Suppose the

measurement is performed under constant applied field rate dHa/dt. Then, the Barkhausen signal will be

proportional to the differential susceptibility dM/dHa along the magnetization branch where the signal is

detected. Time integration of the Barkhausen signal will thus give the fine structure of the

magnetization curve M(Ha). The intermittent character of the Barkhausen voltage results in the

staircase fine structure shown in Fig. 1.10. The nearly horizontal portions of the curve correspond t o

field intervals where the domain structure undergoes smooth, spring-like distortions under the pressure

of the applied field. The nearly vertical parts, on the contrary, represent the points where the domain

configuration becomes unstable and suddenly jumps to a new state. Note that this separation serves to

give an intuitive idea of the process but it is by no means clear-cut in the observed signal, where a whole

hierarchy of instabilities over many scales seems to occur.
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Fig. 1.10  - Barkhausen effect. Top : voltage signal
measured in annealed Fe73Co12B15 amorphous ribbon.
Bottom : time integral of the signal, showing fine
staircase structure of the magnetization curve associated
with the signal ( courtesy of Gianfranco Durin ).
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The hysteresis loop is characterized 
by a fine irregular structure which 
reflects the fact that domain walls 
proceed through an irregular 
sequence of Barkhausen jumps 

M

dM

dt

Magnetization processes



Energy landscapes 

• The use of energy landscapes implies a separation of time 
scales: the relaxation time after which the system reaches 
equilibrium with respect to a particular value of X is much 
shorter than the time over which the system evolves from 
one value of X to another

• The number of stable magnetization configurations (local 
energy minima) can be very large due to structural disorder

• The state occupied by the system is history-dependent if 
the temperature is low enough

GL(X)

X(meta)stable micromagnetic configurations M(.)

History dependence: the initial
and final energy profiles are the 
same but the state occupied by 
the system is different 
depending on past history.

Barkhausen jump

apply
field

remove
field

not in equilibrium



Elementary volumes and spontaneous magnetization

ferromagnetic 
body

The magnetic state of each elementary volume is thus defined by the vector: 
 
                                                       constant unit modulus but variable orientation

The state of the body is described by the magnetization vector field m(.) defined for each point inside 
the magnet. Although the magnetization magnitude is constant, its orientation can vary from point to 
point. It is the spatial variation of this orientation that defines the magnetic state of the magnet.

In micromagnetics, the ferromagnetic body is treated as a 
continuous medium with smooth magnetic properties. The 
smoothness comes from averaging over elementary volumes 
small enough with respect to the scale over which the 
magnetization varies significantly, but large enough with 
respect to atomic distances.

The local magnetization vector M(r) describes the magnetic 
state of the given elementary volume. We assume that its 
magnitude |M(r)|2 is not affected by external fields (exchange 
dominates with respect to thermal fluctuations).

elementary 
volume

|M (r)| = Ms(T )

spontaneous 
magnetization

X !m(.) GL(X)!
Z

V
(fEX + fAN + fM + . . . ) dV

M (r)

m(r) =
M(r)

Ms



Exchange energy

It is this non-uniformity energy that is usually meant when one speaks of exchange energy. in this 
sense, we have exchange energy only when the gradient of m takes non-zero values. If the variation 
from point to point is not too rapid, we can make a Taylor expansion of the exchange energy as a 
function of the magnetization gradients, and keep the lowest order terms. The exact form of the 
expansion will depend on the symmetry of the lattice hosting the magnetic moments. The leading term 
in the energy density consistent with cubic symmetry is the following:

Exchange energy is caused by the fact that whenever there is some 
misalignment of neighboring magnetic moments, there is an energy 
cost involved.
The conclusion is evident if we consider for instance the Heisenberg 
Hamiltonian:

If Si is not parallel to its neighbor Sj, the scalar product decreases and 
the energy ( under positive Jij ) increases.

H = �
X

<i,j>

Jij Si · Sj

FEX =

Z

V

A

⇣
|rm

x

|2 + |rm

y

|2 + |rm

x

|2
⌘

dV

The parameter A is the exchange stiffness
constant. Its typical value is of the order
of 10-11 J/m.

Body volume is V

m (r)



Magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy

exchange is 
isotropic

Magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy depends on the relative orientation of the local magnetization 
with respect to certain preferred directions. In a perfect single crystal these directions will be the same 
everywhere inside the body. However, in a polycrystal they will vary from point to point. In all cases, 
anisotropy energy has a purely local character.

symmetry is broken:
• uniaxial anisotropy
• cubic anisotropy
• ...

easy axis

FAN = �
Z

V
K1 (m · eAN )2 dV

This is the energy expression for the particular case of 
uniaxial anisotropy. The parameter K1 is the anisotropy 
constant.

this direction can be space-dependent

eAN

m



Magnetostatic energy

Magnetostatic energy is potential energy of magnetic moments in the 
magnetic field they themselves have created. Magnetostatics permits 
one to compute this energy if the vector field m(.) is known:

The relation between HM and m is not local because magnetic charges even far away from a certain 
point may affect the value of the magnetostatic field at that point. Although the magnetostatic energy is 
expressed as a volume integral, it is not true that it comes from local contributions as it is the case, for 
example, for crystal anisotropy energy. It is only after defining the geometry of the problem and after 
selecting a particular magnetization configuration m(.) for the entire magnet that it is possible to 
calculate the total magnetostatic energy for the magnet.

FM = �µ0Ms

2

Z

V
HM · m dV

The magnetostatic field is solution of magnetostatic Maxwell’s equations with the usual interface 
conditions at the surface of the body:

r · HM = �Msr · m , r⇥HM = 0

r · HM = 0 , r⇥HM = 0

inside the magnet

outside

m (r)

Equivalent expression is:

FM =
µ0

2

Z

all space
|HM |2 dV



Shape anisotropy

Magnetostatic energy takes a particularly simple form for uniformly 
magnetized ellipsoidal bodies. This leads to the notion of
shape anisotropy.

Consider an ellipsoidal body with principal axes along x, y, z, and 
corresponding demagnetizing coefficients Nx, Ny, Nz.

Assume that the body is uniformly magnetized, with normalized 
magnetization m. Then the magnetostatic energy is:

ellipsoidal
particle

When the body has spheroidal shape with symmetry axis along z (i.e.,                        ), apart from 
inessential constant terms, the energy can be rewritten in a form identical to that for uniaxial 
anisotropy:

Shape-anisotropy energy is just magnetostatic energy in a particular case.

N

x

Ny

Nz

z

x
y

N

x

= N

y

= N?

FM = const� µ0M
2
s

V

2
(N? �N

z

) (m · e
z

)2 µ0M 2
s

2
(N? �Nz)$ K1

FM =
µ0M

2
s

V

2

�
N

x

m

2
x

+ N

y

m

2
y

+ N

z

m

2
z

�



• The vector m(r) represents the normalized magnetization, measured in units of the spontaneous 
magnetization; it is characterized by unit magnitude everywhere:

• The magnetostatic field HM is the solution of magnetostatic Maxwell equations under given m(.):

• The energy GL is not expressible in terms of a purely local energy density, because the 
magnetostatic field is known only after the magnetization configuration is specified for the entire 
body and magnetostatic Maxwell equations are solved.

Micromagnetic free energy

exchange
energy

magnetocrystalline
anisotropy

magnetostatic
energy

external field
interaction

|m|2 = 1

r · HM = �Msr · m , r⇥HM = 0

r · HM = 0 , r⇥HM = 0

inside the magnet

outside

(rm)2 = |rm
x

|2 + |rm
y

|2 + |rm
z

|2exchange stiffness constant ~ 10-11 J/m

m =
M

Ms
spontaneous magnetization

GL (m(.);Ha, T ) =

Z

V

✓
A (rm)2 �K1 (m · eAN )

2 � µ0Ms

2
HM ·m� µ0Ms Ha ·m

◆
dV

|M (r)| = Ms(T )



If the system energy is at a minimum when the magnetization is m(.), then, when m(.) is varied by the 
small amount                                       , the corresponding energy variation         is such that
to the first order in         and                 to the second order in        for every arbitrary variation        that 
preserves the magnetization modulus, i.e., of the form                                       ,  where            is a small 
arbitrary vector.

Energy minimization

�GL = �µ0Ms

Z

V
(Heff · �m) dV + 2A

I

S

✓
@m

@n
· �m

◆
dS

�m(r) = m(r)⇥ �v(r) �v(r)

�GL �GL = 0

�GL > 0�m

m(r)!m(r) + �m(r)

�m �m

Heff =
2A

µ0Ms
r2m� 1

µ0Ms

@fAN

@m
+ HM + Ha effective field

exchange field anisotropy field magnetostatic field external field

effective field

GL (m(.);Ha, T ) =

Z

V

✓
A(rm)2 + fAN (m)� µ0Ms

2
HM ·m� µ0Ms Ha ·m

◆
dV

�GL = µ0Ms

Z

V
(m⇥Heff) · �v dV + 2A

I

S

✓
@m

@n
⇥m

◆
· �v dS

�m(r) = m(r)⇥ �v(r)



Brown’s equations

• The effective field contains a Maxwellian part (applied and magnetostatic fields) and a non-
Maxwellian part (exchange and anisotropy fields). They coexist and play identical roles.

• According to Brown’s equations, at equilibrium there must be complete absence of internal 
magnetic torques in the magnet.

• Brown’s equations are nonlinear because the effective field is itself a function of m.

• The component of the effective field along m plays no role as a consequence of the fact that the 
magnetization magnitude cannot change.

effective field

exchange field anisotropy field magnetostatic field external field

m⇥Heff = 0
zero magnetic torque 
everywhere inside 
the magnet

minimization of micromagnetic energy
(variational problem)

He↵ =
2A

µ0Ms
r2m+

2K1

µ0Ms
mAN +HM +Ha

mAN = (m · eAN ) eAN

zero normal derivative 
everywhere on the 
boundary of the magnet

@m/@n = 0

this is equivalent to zero 
surface anisotropy

GL(X)

X(meta)stable micromagnetic configurations M(.)

not in equilibrium



exchange

magnetostatic

Competing energies

magnetocrystalline

external field

uniform magn.

zero magn. moment

along easy axis

along field



Characteristic parameters
• Micromagnetics is governed by a small number of fundamental parameters, which emerge 

once the micromagnetic energy is written in dimensionless form, by measuring energies in 
units of               and fields in units of       :  µ0M

2
s V Ms

gL =
GL

µ0M 2
s V

, ha =
Ha

Ms
, hM =

HM

Ms

• The resulting dimensionless energy is (we consider for simplicity the case of uniaxial anisotropy):

exchange length hardness (or quality) factor (dimensionless)

lEX =

s
2A

µ0M 2
s

 =
2K1

µ0M 2
s

The exchange length permits one to define what is large and 
what is small in micromagnetics.

The hardness parameter permits one to introduce the notion 
of magnetically soft and magnetically hard material.

gL (m(.);ha, T ) =

Z

V

 
l2
EX

(rm)2

2
� 

(m · eAN )
2

2
� 1

2
hM ·m� ha ·m

!
dV

V



For iron, where                     J/m3 and
                  T , one finds                 . 

Characteristic parameters

lEX =

s
2A

µ0M 2
s

lW =
lEXp


=

r
A

K1

lD = lEX

p
 =

2
p

AK1

µ0M 2
s

⌧ 1

 ' 1

soft material

hard material

K1 ' 5 · 104

µ0Ms ' 2

A ' 10�11

 ' 0.03 =
2K1

µ0M 2
s

J/m

µ0Ms ' 1

K1 ' 104 J/m3

T

The following order-of-magnitude estimate
gives an idea of the typical values 
involved:

nm

nmlEX ' 5

lW ' 60

• The hardness parameter permits one to introduce the notion of soft versus hard material:

• There are three characteristic lengths in micromagnetics corresponding to different 
combinations of the exchange length and the hardness parameter:

[ there is also:                                      , but this length is less important in present context ]



Magnetic configurations in soft materials

lEX =

s
2A

µ0M 2
s

magnetostatic energy is a 
volume effect ( of the order 
of L3) whereas domain wall 
energy is a surface effect 
(of the order of L2)

large magnets develop 
magnetic domains

uniform
magnetization vortex

structure

magnetic
domains

(particle dimension) / lEX

µ
0
M

2 s
V

(p
ar

tic
le

 e
ne

rg
y)

 /



• In micromagnetics, this equation is generalized in several respects:

• the magnetization M(r) takes the place of the individual magnetic moment;

• interactions inside the medium are taken into account by the micromagnetic effective field 
Heff, which takes the place of the external magnetic field;

• Relaxation toward equilibrium is described by additional phenomenological damping terms, to 
be discussed shortly; the result is the so-called Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation.

Moving to magnetization dynamics

• An isolated magnetic moment     precesses around an external magnetic field Ha according to 
the equation:

   represents the absolute value of the gyromagnetic 
ratio. When the magnetic moment is due to the electron 
spin:                       m A-1 s-1.

�

� ' 2.2 · 105

µ

dµ

dt
= �� µ⇥Ha

@M

@t
= �� M⇥Heff



• Magnetization precesses around the effective field, but the effective field is not constant, because it 
depends on magnetization

• The result can be more or less difficult to study, depending on the nature of the dependence of the 
effective field on magnetization

• The simplest situation is when the effective field reduces to the externally applied magnetic field only 
(i.e.: uniform magnetization, no surface anisotropy, no crystal anisotropy, spherical shape):

Magnetization precession

@M

@t
= �� M⇥Heff

counterclockwise precession 
at constant angular frequency  
      around the z axis

He↵

M

@M/@t

He↵ =
2A

µ0Ms
r2m+

2K1

µ0Ms
mAN +HM +Ha

mAN = (m · eAN ) eAN

He↵ = Ha = Haez
dM

dt
= ��Ha M⇥ ez

µ0Ha ' 1T f = !/2⇡ ' 28GHz

� ' 2.2 · 105 mA�1s�1 �/µ0 ' 176GHz/T

!0

!0

!0 = �Ha



• Magnetization precesses around the effective field, but 
the effective field is not constant, because it depends 
on magnetization; the result will reflect the nature of the 
dependence of the effective field on magnetization

• However, the following general laws control the 
qualitative properties of magnetization precession:

• magnetization magnitude is preserved, because

• energy is conserved if the external field is constant 
in time, because:

@M

@t
= �� M⇥Heff

this expression is valid under 
constant external field Ha

energy is conserved during 
magnetization precession

@M

@t
= �� M⇥Heff

dGL

dt
= 0

dGL

dt
= �µ0

Z

V

✓
He↵ · @M

@t

◆
dV�GL = �µ0

Z

V
(He↵ · �M) dV

ex

ez

ey

u

s d

example of energy level curves under:
(i) uniform magnetization;
(ii) ellipsoidal anisotropy;
(iii) no external magnetic field.

Magnetization precession

2M · @M/@t ⌘ @|M|2/@t = 0

easy 
axis intermediate 

axis

hard 
axis



• The above equation is nonlinear, of partial differential (due to exchange) as well as integral (due to 
magnetostatic interactions) character.

• In the problem, there exist a characteristic field scale, given by the saturation magnetization       (a 
typical value is                     T, i.e.,                    A/m) and a characteristic time scale, given by                
(                        ps  when                   T )

• By measuring time, magnetization, and fields in these units one obtains the dimensionless equation:

• There is also a characteristic energy scale, defined by the characteristic energy               , where V is 
the volume of the magnet. One can thus define a dimensionless energy                               .   

Characteristic length, time, and field scales

(� Ms)
�1

• Equation for magnetization precession:

Ms

@M

@t
= �� M⇥Heff

@m

@t
= �m⇥ heff

                                              , time 
is measured in units of                .(� Ms)

�1
m = M/Ms , heff = Heff/Ms

µ0Ms ⇠ 1 Ms ⇠ 106

µ0Ms ⇠ 1(�Ms)
�1 ⇠ 6

He↵ =
2A

µ0Ms
r2m+

2K1

µ0Ms
mAN +HM +Ha

mAN = (m · eAN ) eAN

µ0M
2
s V

gL = GL/µ0M
2
s V



Relaxation toward equilibrium

X(meta)stable micromagnetic configurations

gL is a thermodynamic potential with 
the property that it is a decreasing 
function of time for any transformation 
taking place under constant external 
field ha and temperature T

not in equilibrium

the system never relaxes toward 
equilibrium ! something is missing

constant energy decreasing energy random fluctuations

@m

@t
= �m⇥ he↵

@m

@t
= �m⇥ he↵ + (dissipation) + (fluctuations)

dgL
dt

= 0

gL(X)



Landau-Lifshitz equation
• Energy relaxation mechanisms can be taken into account by suitable phenomenological terms. 

Relaxation must favor the progressive alignment of the magnetization to the effective field. In 
their 1935 paper, Landau and Lifshitz  introduced a contribution to the magnetization rate of 
change proportional to the effective field component perpendicular to the magnetization:

@m

@t
= �m⇥ heff + ↵ [heff � (m · heff)m]

↵⌧ 1↵

• This equation can be written in the equivalent form:

@m

@t
= �m⇥ heff � ↵m⇥ (m⇥ heff)

this is the form in which the equation 
is most often written nowadays.

• The dimensionless parameter     measures the importance of damping effects. Usually             .

• Writing the equation in this form makes it evident that                               under all circumstances. 
This means that the micromagnetic condition of constant magnetization magnitude is preserved 
by the dynamics.

• The equation is consistent with Brown’s equations, because                        when                        .     

m · @m/@t = 0

@m/@t = 0 m⇥ heff = 0
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Gilbert form
• If one heuristically thinks of the effective field as the driving force and the magnetization rate as 

the velocity, one is led to consider the typical viscous relaxation law:

heff � ↵
@m

@t
= 0

• This simple law is not completely satisfactory because it affects also the magnetization magnitude. 
Since we know that the magnetization modulus will stay constant irrespective of the forces acting 
on the system, we should restrict the validity of the relaxation law to the component that is 
perpendicular to the magnetization:
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• In addition, we need to modify this law in order to make it consistent with the precessional law,
                                    , that should be recovered in the limit of no relaxation. This suggest:

or equivalently:
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This is the Gilbert form of the Landau-Lifshitz 
equation (Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation)



• If one takes the vector product m x ... of both members of the equation:

and one combines the resulting equation with the original equation, one obtains the following 
result:

which coincides with the Landau-Lifshitz equation apart from a renormalization of the time unit. In 
this sense the Landau-Lifshitz and Gilbert forms of the dynamic equation are mathematically 
equivalent.

• It should be noted that there are no strict reasons why the damping parameter      should be a 
simple constant. In general it may be expected to be a function of the dynamic state of the system. 

Equivalence of Landau-Lifshitz and Gilbert forms
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Energy relations

• Rate of change of the system energy:

• From the dynamic equation expressed in Gilbert form, one finds:

• In the case when the energy explicitly depends on time only through the external magnetic 
field, one finally obtains:

• Under constant field the energy can only decrease. Consequently, the only admissible processes 
are those of relaxation toward micromagnetic configurations corresponding to local energy 
minima. 
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this term is present if energy explicitly 
depends on time (e.g., if the external 
magnetic field is time-dependent)
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assuming that the field 
is uniform  in space



If                             , then x axis 
is the easy axis and z axis is the 
hard axis

m sphere

LLG dynamics in uniformly magnetized nanomagnets

                      describe shape + crystal anisotropy external field
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if the dynamics do not explicitly depend on time, e.g., 
the external field is constant, (autonomous dynamics):

dynamics can be given a powerful geometrical 
representation through the associated phase portrait

3.9 Magnetic Switching 105

the damping term in (3.127) requires that we renormalize the magnetization
after every time step or adopt other advanced approaches such as the mid-
point rule which ensures stability and second-order accuracy in the numerical
integration [33].

For the rest of our discussion, we consider a single magnetic moment M
and focus our attention on understanding the role of the damping coe!cient
! in the Gilbert equation

dM
dt

= "µ0M ! He! +
!

MS
M ! dM

dt
. (3.169)

We choose a single-domain, spherical grain made of magnetic material that has
uniaxial magneto-crystalline anisotropy. A constant magnetic field H = "H0 ẑ
is applied coaxial with the easy axis as shown in Figure 3.21. Given an initial
magnetization making an angle # with respect to ẑ, we expect that M will
undergo gyroscopic revolutions and finally align itself to the applied magnetic
field. The energy density for our geometry is

W = µ0MSH0 cos # + K sin2 #, (3.170)

with the magnetocrystalline anisotropy initially opposing the switching of M.
Since

dW

d#
= µ0MS

!
"H0 + Hk cos #

"
sin #, (3.171)

M

H

Easy Axis

Fig. 3.21. Trajectory of the magnetization vector as it undergoes gyroscopic revo-
lution and aligns itself to the applied field. ! is the angle between the easy axis and
the magnetization vector. The points where M crosses the median plane after one
rotation are marked inside squares. M is the initial magnetization, H is the applied
field, " = 0.15 and |#| = 2$(28GHz/T).

• The state of a uniformly magnetized nanomagnet is 
described by a single vector m; magnetization dynamics 
take place on the surface of the unit sphere |m|2 = 1

• In the case of an ellipsoidal particle with principal axes 
along x,y,z, and crystal anisotropy characterized by the 
same symmetry as shape anisotropy, the system energy 
takes the simple quadratic form:
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FIG. 16: Stereographic-plane representation of phase portraits of dissipative LLG dynamics for ha = 0.
(a): numerically computed basins of attraction of stable focus s1 (white region) and stable focus s2 (shaded
region); (b): qualitative sketch of dissipative dynamics (shaded regions represent the central regions of the
corresponding conservative dynamics (see Fig. 15)).

Since the field pulse is in-plane (haz = 0), the analysis of magnetization dynamics can be
carried out by using the unit-circle representation introduced in Section III B 2. We recall that
in this representation magnetization trajectories are arcs of ellipse described by the equation (see
Eq.(106)):

(mx � ax)2 + k2 (my � ay)2 = p2 ,

where ax, ay, and k2 are defined by Eq.(89) while p2 is given by Eq.(107), which we rewrite in the
form:

p2 = a2
x + k2a2

y + k2
g , k2

g =
Dz � 2g0

Dz �Dx
. (190)

The parameter g0 represents the energy of the system during its motion. We will assume that the
initial magnetization state is m = ex, that is, mx = 1, my = mz = 0. Hence, according to Eq.(102)
the initial energy of the system, immediately after the field has been switched on, is:

g0 =
1
2
Dx � hax , (191)

which corresponds to k2
g = 1 � 2ax and p2 = (1 � ax)2 + k2a2

y (see Eq.(190)). The trajectories
starting from the initial state mx = 1 are described by the equation:

(mx � ax)2 + k2 (my � ay)2 = (1� ax)2 + k2a2
y . (192)
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region); (b): qualitative sketch of dissipative dynamics (shaded regions represent the central regions of the
corresponding conservative dynamics (see Fig. 15)).

Since the field pulse is in-plane (haz = 0), the analysis of magnetization dynamics can be
carried out by using the unit-circle representation introduced in Section III B 2. We recall that
in this representation magnetization trajectories are arcs of ellipse described by the equation (see
Eq.(106)):

(mx � ax)2 + k2 (my � ay)2 = p2 ,

where ax, ay, and k2 are defined by Eq.(89) while p2 is given by Eq.(107), which we rewrite in the
form:

p2 = a2
x + k2a2

y + k2
g , k2

g =
Dz � 2g0

Dz �Dx
. (190)

The parameter g0 represents the energy of the system during its motion. We will assume that the
initial magnetization state is m = ex, that is, mx = 1, my = mz = 0. Hence, according to Eq.(102)
the initial energy of the system, immediately after the field has been switched on, is:

g0 =
1
2
Dx � hax , (191)

which corresponds to k2
g = 1 � 2ax and p2 = (1 � ax)2 + k2a2

y (see Eq.(190)). The trajectories
starting from the initial state mx = 1 are described by the equation:

(mx � ax)2 + k2 (my � ay)2 = (1� ax)2 + k2a2
y . (192)
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a nanopillar between P and AP states depending on the current 
polarity. !is latter identi"cation is of substantial interest for spin-
transfer-torque magnetic random access memories (STT-MRAM). 
Experiments also show that spin-transfer torques lead to mag-
netic states that would be inaccessible with magnetic "elds alone, 
which can form the basis of new spin-based devices. For instance, 
a spin current can drive a magnetic layer into a state of maximum 
magnetic energy8, as if the e#ective dissipation acting on the layer 
changed sign owing to the presence of the spin torque9. Spin-
transfer e#ects have also been observed in samples that consist of 
just a single magnetic layer, showing that a distinction between 
"xed polarizing and free layer is not essential10 (Fig. 2c). Most sig-
ni"cant for the fundamentals of spin-transfer torque devices; a d.c. 
spin current was shown to lead to narrow band voltage noise in 
the microwave (gigahertz) range and the spin torque drives per-
sistent oscillations of the magnetization11. Oscillations at gigahertz 
frequencies have been seen in nanopillars, nanocontacts, all metal-
lic structures and magnetic tunnel junctions. In contrast, Oersted 
"elds from a d.c. current can lead to magnetization reorientation 
but not to long-term magnetization precession and gigahertz noise. 
!is clearly demonstrates that spin torques produce fundamentally 
new types of magnetic excitations and is also of great interest for 
electric-current controllable microwave oscillators.

!e understanding of current-induced magnetization dynamics 
is based on the consensus that ferromagnetic magnetization dynam-
ics is determined by the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert–Slonczewski 
(LLGS) equation

 = –ym!H e" + !m !       +!"m
"t

"m
"t  (1)

where m is a unit vector along the magnetization direction, γ = gμB/ħ 
the gyromagnetic ratio, where μB is the Bohr magneton and g is 
the Lande g-factor, He# is an e#ective magnetic "eld determined 
by the external magnetic "eld as well as the exchange sti#ness, 
dipole "eld and anisotropy "eld caused by the spin–orbit interac-
tion, α is the Gilbert damping constant causing relaxation of the 
magnetization to its equilibrium orientation12,13, and ! denotes the 

current-induced torques, which are at the centre of our attention. 
Figure 3 illustrates the magnetization dynamics described by equa-
tion  (1). !e "rst term on the right side of equation  (1) leads to 
precession of the magnetization about the e#ective magnetic "eld 
direction. !e second term leads to relaxation of the magnetization 
towards this "eld.

Spin-transfer torques can be understood as follows. In a 
ferromagnetic metal, electron spins that are parallel to magnetiza-
tion and spins that are antiparallel to magnetization typically have 
vastly di#erent electronic structures. Spins that are non-collinear 
with respect to the magnetization direction are not eigenstates of 
the ferromagnet, but can be described as a coherent linear com-
bination of majority and minority electron spins. If injected into a 
normal-metal/ferromagnet interface, these states precess on time 
and length scales that depend on the orbital part of the wavefunc-
tion. In high-electron-density transition metal ferromagnets such 
as Co, Ni and Fe a large number of states are available around the 
Fermi energy. Beyond a transverse magnetic coherence length, 
which in these materials is larger than the Fermi wavelength, typi-
cally on the scale of 1  nm, a transversely polarized spin current 
cannot persist14–16. When spin angular momentum is conserved, 
this destruction of transverse angular momentum is according to 
de"nition equal to a torque. Using conservation of spin angular 
momentum, the Slonczewski torque !S = (∂m/∂t)STT reads

 !s = –
2eMsV

m!(m!Is)
!"  (2)

where Ms is the saturation magnetization and V is the volume of 
the ferromagnet. !e spin current IS depends on the geometry and 
materials combination of the device. In symmetric ferromagnet–
normal-metal–ferromagnet systems (spin valves) the expression 
for the spin current is especially simple. Let us denote a unit vec-
tor along the magnetization of the le% (right) layer ml (mr). When 
the ferromagnet is wider than the transverse spin coherence length, 
the spin current in the le% (right) layer must be of the form ml 
pI (mr pI), where the polarization p is the same in both symmet-
ric layers and is a function of the relative angle between the two 
magnetizations and I is the charge current. Assuming spin angu-
lar momentum is conserved, the spin-transfer torque on the le% 
(right) layer is then

 !l = m l!(m l!mr)p         IMsVe
!

  (3)

A similar expression can be found for the torque on the right 
ferromagnet !r by substituting ml ↔ mr, changing the overall sign, 
and introducing di#erent magnetizations and volumes of the le% 
and right layers. A subtle yet interesting fundamental point is that 
the symmetry of the torques on the le% and right layers does not 
re&ect transfer of angular momentum between the layers, but instead 
transfer of angular momentum from the itinerant &ow of the spin 
current to the magnets. !e itinerant spin-current &ow is built up 
by the exchange of angular momentum with the lattice reservoirs.

In general, in asymmetric layered systems, a "eld-like torque 
correction to Slonczewski’s torque (equation (4)) is also allowed

 !s! = – 2eMsV
!" #sm"Is  (4)

and βS gives the relative strength with respect to the Slonczewski 
torque in equation (3). !e "eld-like torque is typically very small 
in a metallic spin valve as transverse spins dephase rapidly17,18. We 
also note that the e#ective "eld-like torque changes the frequency 
of the magnetization’s precessional motion. !us the threshold 

Spin-transfer
torque

Field-like torque

Precession
m ! He"

He" Damping

m

Figure 3 | Illustration of the LLGS dynamics (equation 1). The 
magnetization (m) precesses about the e!ective field direction (He!). The 
green arrow illustrates the dissipative (damping) torque that tends to move 
the magnetization toward the e!ective field direction. The red arrow is the 
spin-transfer torque and the light-blue arrow is the e!ective field torque 
with an electron spin polarization collinear with the e!ective field.
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the energy invariably decreases in 
time when the applied magnetic 
field is kept constant in time

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation (summary)



•                        when

Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation (summary)

•                              m · @m/@t = 0

@m/@t = 0 m⇥ heff = 0

                                              , time is 
measured in units of               ,
describes damping effects (              )
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�1

m = M/Ms , heff = Heff/Ms

• Landau-Lifshitz equation:

• Gilbert form:
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the dynamics preserves the magnetization 
magnitude condition |m(r, t)|2 = 1

the dynamics preserves the micromagnetic 
equilibrium condition
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• Rate of change of system energy:
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under constant external field, the energy 
is always a decreasing function of time
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